Reverse Logistics from Recycling of Used Paper Boxes from Online Shopping in China: A Literature Review
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Abstract: The study investigates on activities of returning the usage paper boxes through online shopping among universities’ students in China. It also can investigate the similarity studies in online shopping at other countries and adopting the concept of reverse logistics. Online shopping is the most popular transaction at present especially among students and working adults for conveniences in lifestyles. Online shopping is able to reduce purchasing times, personal costs, having multiple choices with cheaper products. With regards of the package in on-line shopping, most of the sellers are using the designed paper boxes for packaging and sending them to their customers. Upon receiving, the buyers normally destroyed the paper boxes, throwing away into dust bin and some were kept for nothing. These will impact the environment, health and space for unnecessary. The activities on on-line shopping are increasing and the usages of paper boxes are worrying for the country. The population (2019) in China is approximately to 1.4 Billion with the penetration rates on online shopping reached 55.8%. The estimated amount of on-line shopping in 2019 closed to USD 1.9 Trillion and the volume is increasing between 8 -12% every year. Online shopping is motivated by product range, price advantages and availability of reviews. This study also proposes a framework to improve understanding on which psychological factors may increase the rate on returning the paper-boxes from online-shopping. The framework uses the constructs of Theory of planned behavior (TPB) as a basis, extending an exogenous factors and applies to the pro-environmental activities’ context. At the end the articles show that the intention in returning the paper boxes from online shopping are not only affected by attitude, subjective norms and Perceived Behavioral Control (PBC) but also by exogenous factors.
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1. Introduction

The total population (2019) in China is approximate to 1.4 Billion with the penetration rates on online shopping reached 55.8%. The estimated amount of on-line shopping in 2019, amounting to USD 1.9 Trillion (Statista, 2019) and the volume is increasing between 8 -12% every year (Worldometer, 2019). With the growth of express delivery business, the derived express packaging garbage including paper-boxes, raw papers and plastics are growing. According to Zhao & Ma, at al. 2017, the express service industry will cost paper-box 19.2 billion units. However, the actual recovery rate of paper-boxes (cardboard) is less than 10% (Zhang, 2018). Wu Siyu (2017) believed that the express service cartons can be recycled for two to three times. If the recovery rate of these boxes is 20%, the purchase cost of one enterprise will be reduced by more than RMB 600 million between 2012 and 2016 (Gao Ying, 2018). At the same time, because these boxes are directly reused, there is almost no additional cost which will improve the profits of enterprises. Internet users, who are more than half of the country’s population, mainly use the Internet for instant messaging, online search, news reading, online shopping and online payment (Zhao, 2018) which makes online shopping has become shopping mode accepted by people in the new era. Thus, actually the current recycling management of paper-boxes leads to a great waste of resources. Interpreting this results, (Jalil, Prapinit, Melan, & Mustaffa, 2019; Loon, Hassan, & Udin, 2016)revealed on an adoption of business intelligence, technological, individual and supply chain efficiency and involved on the final mitigation of products with appropriate manner.

In solving the problem on returning the paper-boxes at present, the reverse logistics activity should be adopted. In the past decades, many studies have been conducted in multiple aspects on general reverse logistics implement and methodology, such as forecasting on the return products (Xiong et al., 2011), factors influence adoption on reverse logistics activity (Luo Jie, 2006), barriers to reverse logistics activity (Jindal and Sangwan, 2011), cost minimization (Wang HaiPing, 2007), value return material (Fan Guicai, 2013), designing reverse logistics network for optimal collection (transportation routes) (Kui Mingming, 2009), management between two competitive closed-loop supply chains (Das & Chowdhury, 2012). Although, the research on reverse logistics is
getting increasing, however, most of those previous studies are concentrated on the issues arise from the company or organizational perspective. Therefore, most of the solution and result from the studies only are able to solve the issues that the companies and organizations. Prapinit, Sabar, Melan (2019) referred to the demand for logistics Studies and public knowledge especially in reverse logistics. However, in term of the discussion in the reverse logistics, literature related to individual customers is still very low and rare (Dixit & Badgaiyan, 2016).

Besides that, the studies on cargo of reverse logistics are mainly focus on automobile and electronic wastes. Related to recycling paper-boxes from online shopping as cargo, the research only focuses on the benefits of recycling and design of systemic mechanism of recycling paper-boxes. Wu Siyu (2017) believed that the express service cartons can be recycled for two to three times. If the recovery rate of these boxes is 20%, the purchase cost of one enterprise will be reduced by more than RMB 600 million between 2012 and 2016 (Gao Ying, 2018). Azizi, Hassan, Akanmu, and Melan (2019) revealed on the relationship between logistical support factors which refer to the sellers and buyers towards the mitigation of end products. At the same time, because these boxes are directly reused, there is almost no additional cost which will improve the profits of enterprises. In addition, Gao also said that if one ton of waste cartons can be recycled, the felling of 16.6 trees is reduced; 417 kg of air pollutants will be reduced; 588.56 kilowatt-hour electricity will be saved, 2.26 cubic meters of landfill space will be saved (Gao Ying 2018). Thus the recycling of express cartons, paper boxes are not only beneficial to the enterprises, but also to society. Tufail, Ibrahim, Melan, and Nawi, (2019) revealed on quantifying energy security in terms of economic, environmental and supply risk factors which involved on unnecessary things on costs in generating the products.

Meanwhile, Chang et al. (2017) hold that recycling systemic mechanism works of express garbage should be built up and should be guided by the state, coordinated by enterprises and participated by residents. Since the research specific on customers on recycling box is limited and rare, and it is first process of whole recycling paper-boxes process. Meanwhile express service industry costs around 19.2 billion paper boxes (Zhao & Ma, 2018)the actual recovery rate of paper-boxes (cardboard) is less than 10% (Zhang, 2018). Thus, the study on how to improve the rate on returning the paper-box from customer is significant. Prapinit, Sabar and Melan (2019) revealed on demand for logistics education would help the knowledge of public on the important of reverse logisrics towards recycling of the products. Therefore, a framework should be developed for an in-depth understanding of consumers’ intention on returning the paper boxes from online shopping. The study (Hassan, Othman, Ismail, & Johari, 2016; Omotayo & Melan, 2017) revealed on the factors influencing the information and communication technology (ICT) in logistics is referring with the coordination through the systems from sellers and buyers which implicate on the returning of the products through reverse logistics.

2. Background

2.1 Framework on intention towards returning the paper boxes from on line shopping

For developing an in-depth understanding of consumers’ intention toward returning the paper boxes from online shopping, a framework (Figure 1) will be built up based on previous research on intention of recycling behavior. The core construct of the framework underpins the theory of planning behavior by Ajzen (1991), which is an influential research model in the behavior field. This model has been tested in recycling field in different background. The recycling process is also referred to reverse logistics in this study. Therefore, the TPB constructs can be used as a basis for this research framework.

![Figure 1. Research Framework](image-url)

Theory of planned behavior (TPB) is extended from theory of reasoned action (TRA) (Ajzen, 1991). TRA
holds that when the individual performs a particular behavior, the behavior will be affected by intention, and the intention will be affected by two key factors which are (1) attitude toward the behavior and (2) subjective norm. In TRA, there is the assumption that all the situation under volitional control, which brings many arguments in academic area. Since in the real situation, there is very rare situation, which is fully under volitional control. Therefore, in order to solve these issues, PBC is added into the TRA. PBC reflects the actual non-volitional situation and condition in certain level, the more accurately the individual can perceive on the actual situation, the more accurately the actual situation can reflect.

The TPB is free to apply and extend in different studies, in order to match and explain accurately to the characteristics in different studies. Thus many studies have been done by underpinning TPB in different contexts (Aini et al., 2002; Siddique, Lupi, & Joshi, 2010; Latif & Omar, 2012; Wan et al., 2012; Ramayah et al., 2012; Botetzagias et al., 2014; Echegaray & Hansstein, 2017; Jalil, Mustakim, & Prapinit, 2019). However, up to date, rare studies has focused on the intention on return the paper boxes for the university students by underpinning TPB; meanwhile Kazaure (2017) stated that awareness can be used to act as moderator in TPB relating to insurance industry, thus it is worth to extend TPB by incorporating additional factors (Awareness that operators will collect the paper boxes) to define more specific factors on more specific group of consumers’ intention on recycling behavior on paper-boxes from online shopping for university students in China. By adding this exogenous variable, the viability and predictive nature of TPB may be improved, and the new model may be better to enable its application in the recycling intention specific for university students in China.

After introducing the basic of research framework in this section, the next section will discuss on each factor separately, relating to their respective influence on consumers’ intention to return the paper boxes wasted from online shopping. This paper will discuss the influences of the three basic factors adapted from TPB at first and then secondly the paper will discuss the effects of the exogenous factors incorporated in the presented framework.

3. Methodology

3.1. Intention on returning the paper boxes from on-line shopping

According to Ajzen (1991), environmental behavior actually is self-interested behavior. Consequently, this behavior can rely on rational choice models, which includes of TPB. In detail, it holds that intention is influenced by (1) individual attitude towards performing a particular behavior, (2) subjective norms the individual perceives and (3) perceived behavioral control. The next three paragraphs will discuss on how these three factors will affect the intention on returning the paper boxes from online shopping.

3.2. Attitude toward returning the paper boxes wasted

Attitude can refer “good”, “bad”, “positive”, “negative”, “favorable” and “unfavorable” evaluation on consequences of performing the particular behavior (Chu and Chiu, 2013; Tang, Chen and Luo, 2011). Ajzen believed that an individual attitude toward behavior can be explained as a direct proportional to the sum of the salient belief toward the relevant attribute multiplied by the individual subjective evaluation of these attribute and consequences. So, the proportion of an attitude toward behavior is show in the equation below.

\[ A = \sum b_i e_i \]

In the above equation, \( b_i \) is the salient belief to perform the behavior which lead to the consequences i, and \( e_i \) is an individual subjective evaluation on the attribute and the consequences i.

For general pro-environmental behaviors, many researches hold that Attitude has positive relationship with Intention (Aini et al., 2002; Siddique, Lupi, & Joshi, 2010; Latif & Omar, 2012; Wan et al., 2012; Ramayah et al., 2012; Botetzagias et al., 2014; Echegaray & Hansstein, 2017). Thus author also hold that attitude towards returning the paper boxes wasted may positively affect Intention to return the paper boxes wasted from online shopping.

3.3. Subjective norm

According to Ajzen (1991), Subjective norm related to social factors and social norms, and referred to the perceived social pressure by the individual to perform or not to perform the specific behavior. An individual subjective norm can be explained as a direct proportional to the sum of the normative belief (\( n_i \)) multiplied by
the individual motivation \(m_i\) on following those referents (Ajzen, 1991). The proportion of subjective norm is showed in the below equation.

\[
SNα \sum n_i m_i
\]

In the above equation, \(n_i\) presents the normative belief, which refers to related to likelihood or possibility (perceived by individual) that the other salient social referents or other important referents including individuals or groups such as family, friend, neighbors, etc. approve or disapprove a specific behavior, which will encourage or discourage the particular individual perform that specific behavior; Meanwhile \(m_i\) presents an individual motivation to comply with those referents. For general pro-environmental behaviors, quite lots of studies prove that subjective norms have positive relationship with Intention (Ajzen, 1991; Conner & Armitage, 1998; Z. Tang et al., 2011; Moons & De Pelsmacker, 2015). Thus author also hold that subjective norms may positively affect Intention to return the paper boxes wasted from online shopping.

3.4. Perceived Behavioral Control (PBC)

PBC is an extended variable from TRA due to the issue of non-volitional control. In TPB, PBC reflects the actual non-volitional situation and condition in certain level, the more accurately the individual can perceive on the actual situation, the more accurately the actual situation can reflect. An individual PBC can be explained as a direct proportion on the sum of the control belief multiplied by the perceived power. The proportion of PBC is show in the below equation:

\[
PBCα \sum c_i p_i
\]

In the above equation, \(c_i\) is the control belief which refers to the perceived probability on the situation which will make difficulty or ease for an individual toward performing a particular behavior. \(p_i\) is the perceived power, which refers to the extent to which the control belief affects the behavior. For general pro-environmental behaviors, many researches hold that PBC has positive relationship with Intention (Ajzen, 1991; Christina Knussen et al., 2004; Z. Tang et al., 2011; Latif et al., 2012). Thus, authors also hold that PBC may positively affect Intention to return the paper boxes wasted from online shopping.

3.5. Awareness that operator will collect the paper boxes (Moderator)

Shyness can lead Chinese people to restrict doing thing they want in some level in the context of Chinese culture (Guan & Wang, 2008). Thus, the shyness may restrict customers to return the paper boxes or will restrict them showing the idea to return the paper boxes. In that given scenario, it can be proposed here that even though the students may have a good attitude towards returning the paper boxes, lack of awareness (that operator will collect the paper boxes) will lead to a lack of formation of an intention to return the paper boxes UNDER CHINESE CULTURE. Additionally, despite that any other people may affect students to return the boxes, if they lack awareness (that operator will collect the paper boxes), they will have less willingness to return the boxes UNDER CHINESE CULTURE as discussed before. In a similar manner, despite that individual may have PBC (self-control) on whether or not to return the paper boxes, if they have a good awareness that operator will collect the paper boxes, they will have more ability (courage) to decide on whether to return the paper boxes. Thus, from the foregoing explanation, it is proposed that awareness can serve as a stimulant on the influence of attitude, subjective norms and perceived behavioral control on the intention to return the paper boxes.

4. Results

4.1. Implication for Researchers

This paper provides a framework that may help scholars understand the psychological factors which will affect intention to return the paper boxes from online shopping. Among those factors, three of them are from TPB which are attitude, subjective norms and PBC; and one exogenous factor performing as moderator is awareness that operator will collect the paper boxes. From the standpoint of TPB research, this paper extends the TPB model by one exogenous factor. Although TPB claims that attitude, subjective norms and PBC will have positive effect to the intention on pro-environmental activities, some researches have some inconsistent comments on attitude (Aini et al., 2002; Mahmud and Osman, 2010), subjective norms (Knussen et al., 2004; Rhodes et al., 2015) and PBC (Moons and De Pelsmacker, 2015). Meanwhile, the original TPB doesn’t mention the moderator effect of awareness, however in the Chinese cultural context, authors believed that it may play its important role. Among those factors, in different context, they will show different effects to customers’ intention for pro-environmental activities. Therefore, further research should be needed to determine which the factors in this framework have the most significant effect on behavioral intention to return to paper boxes from online shopping.
shopping. Indeed, there should not be a general answer to this question, since those pro-environmental activities deals with different consumers that are from different cultural or economic context. However, an effort could be made to filter out the relatively less significant factors in different situations and to abstract a new conceptual framework.

4.2. Implication for Practitioners

The framework proposed in this article is of relevance to express agencies, education system and governments, since it enables them to assess the features that specifically attract consumers to return the paper boxes from online shopping. By collecting the high-volume paper boxes, it definitely decreases the operational cost from the express organization; meanwhile it also can decrease the social cost and solve the environmental problem. Understanding consumers’ motivations to return the paper boxes is of major importance in express agencies, education system and governments making adequate strategic and marketing decisions to increase rate of returning paper boxes to express agencies from customers. For instance, this framework shows that consumers’ intention toward returning paper boxes form online shopping is not only influenced by attitude, but is also significantly predicted by subjective norms. Therefore, the education system (universities) should encourage a little amount students’ (high quality students) to perform this activity first. Then it will affect the normal students to perform returning paper boxes. Next to this, how do they feel the situation for returning the paper boxes also affect their intention toward returning the paper boxes, which implicates that the governments and education system (universities) should try to educate the students the positive thinking relating to the situation. Furthermore, authors believed that the lack of awareness (that) will discourage university students to return the paper boxes. Thus, in order for customers to return the paper boxes, the express agencies should set up their shops (stations) with notes like that “we appreciate your returning paper boxes”.

5. Discussion

As like any conceptual model, this model also has its limitations. First, authors have set up a conceptual framework that includes psychological factors considered to drive customers to return paper boxes from online shopping. Although the current framework is on a combination of results from many different studies relating to the pro-environmental activities, there should always be psychological factors, which can affect consumers’ intention to perform pro-environmental activities, and which are not included in the literature to date, or which is addressed in other literature studies the authors may not relate. However, authors are confident that an overview of the most relevant factors in this context has been showed up. A second limitation of current paper is that this framework is the result of a literature review and has never been tested by empirical evidence. This implies that the caution should be considered in applying the findings that derive from this framework. Finally, the number of previous researches, which were discussed in this paper, may be also limited.

6. Conclusion

While a large number of customers in China frequently have online shopping, it leads lots of paper boxes. Meanwhile the rate of recycling the wasted paper boxes is very row, which makes a serious organizational cost, environmental problems and social cost in China. The research on improving the rate of returning paper boxes should be conducted. The concept of reverse logistics will also be taking place. Therefore, this paper proposes a framework to increase researchers’ understanding which psychological factors may increase the rate on returning the paper-boxes from online-shopping from customer perspective. The framework uses the constructs of TPB as a basis, extended by exogenous factors and applies it to the pro-environmental activities’ context. This article shows that and intention to return the paper boxes wasted from online shopping are not only affected by attitude, subjective norms and PBC, but also by exogenous factors as awareness as moderator.
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